DIVISION OF ECOLOGICAL AND WATER RESOURCES
175 County Road 26
Windom MN 56101

January 8, 2020
Jan Voit, Administrator
Heron Lake Watershed District
PO Box 345
Heron Lake, MN 56137
Subject: MN DNR Advisory letter for Judicial Ditch 3 Preliminary Engineering Report by ISG (project 14-17285)
located in Jackson County northwest of the City of Lakefield
Dear Mrs. Voit,
The Department of Natural Resources has reviewed the Judicial Ditch 3 Preliminary Engineering Report by ISG
dated October 2019 (hereafter referred to as the “ISG Report”). The DNR has apprehension regarding the
proposal, especially since the project exhibits a significant increase in the slope and diameter of drain tile, as well
as an increase in the capacity of the open ditch.
In reference to MN Statute 103E.255 [COMMISSIONER'S PRELIMINARY ADVISORY REPORT], on behalf of the
DNR commissioner, I shall provide an opinion about the adequacy of the preliminary survey report and shall
identify any additional investigation and evaluation that should be done relating to public waters that may be
affected. This includes environmental, land use, and multipurpose water management criteria in section
103E.015, subdivision 1, and cite specific portions of the preliminary survey report that are determined
inadequate.
The DNR respects that the fundamental threshold of a drainage improvement initiative is to improve the soil
moisture conditions for agricultural production without exceeding the cost/benefit analysis. We also understand
the need to assess cumulative downstream impacts related to these same improvements as connected actions.
Everyone lives downstream of someone, so the benefit to one might be the detriment to another property owner.
The areas benefitting from this project are mostly local row crop producers and to a lesser degree livestock
facilities (and subsequent manure application requirements in the wet seasons). Recent precipitation patterns
and related flooding events have elevated flooding risks to domestic residences, agricultural structures, natural
resources and significant farmland downstream the drainage improvement portions of the project. Balancing the
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cost of these proposed benefits must include consideration of the downstream impacts, which include South
Heron Lake and the Des Moines River Watershed.
Routine maintenance of ditch systems with modest elevation relief such as JD 3, can be completed with minor
impact to natural resources. However, this improvement project as proposed, will affect downstream resources;
especially South Heron Lake, North Heron Lake, North Marsh, and the Des Moines River. These public resources
feature significant infrastructure including a dam, multiple bridges and roads, and private lands that do not need
additional water. The JD3 watershed is currently 90% row cropped yet only 52% of this 31 square mile drainage
area is SSURGO Type C hydric soils or drainable productive hydric soils. Historically 80-90% of the JD 3 watershed
was wet hydric soils. There seems a reasonable argument that there are higher benefit uses for some of the poorly
drainable hydric soils. Excess water should be diverted to wet meadows, pastures, storm water ponds, or natural
wetlands to help mitigate the proposed additional drained acres, thereby benefitting the more productive land.
The sediment delta at the confluence of JD 3 and South Heron Lake has grown to over 500 feet wide and 500 feet
lakeward (see attachment A, and Figure 2 in ISG Report). The ISG Report does note the increase of 1.1 acres of
delta since 1991, but does not quantify the ongoing sediment delivery to the rest of the South Heron Lake system
from the JD 3 ditch. The delta deposit is comprised of only the more course sediment from JD 3 system. The
prolonged discharge of fine suspended sediment entering the lake from JD 3 is likely far more significant. The
removal of this entire delta back to the existing tree line should be one of several mitigation outcomes for this
proposed improvement project. DNR would also like to know what the existing Total Suspended Sediment
concentration and total annual Total Suspended Solid (TSS) loading figures are before and after the proposed
improvements.
The generalized estimated runoff for the JD 3 watershed for a 5-inch rainfall event ranges between 2.15 - 7.80
inches flowing off the landscape (table 1 on following page). Fully understanding that significantly larger rainfall
events are occurring outside of the growing season throughout the state and that these patterns are shifting the
generalized runoff to favor higher levels that exceed the actual total precipitation amounts. Understanding the
shifting climate, we are looking to understand how many acres of the ditch system will be in protective cover
crops annually to negate some of this added runoff and TSS load generated from these improvements. Do the
flow calculations for the proposed improvements take into account these shifting rainfall patterns? If not, how
can a proposed runoff calculation not considering these issues know the potential impacts to downstream
resources? Also without accounting for these shifts is seems unlikely that you can clearly show benefit if you are
not accurately accounting detrimental cost to downstream resources and landowners. Since much of this
watershed was historically wetlands, how many acres of restored wetland must be completed to mitigate these
added runoff impacts? The ISG Report notes that the project as proposed “will not impact the lake in a negative
way”. No data is presented in the ISG Report to support this assertion. We need clarification on these issues.
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Table 1 – Peak-Flow Statistics

The ISG Report does not provide an adequate detailed alternative analysis. Water storage options are set forth
on page 19, which includes possible, future wetland restorations and water storage ponds (funded by 319 federal
grants). The DNR requests natural functioning wetland restorations in this project area. However, the storage
potential of restored basins should not be credited toward endorsing additional the drainage improvements but
rather mitigating existing impacts. Any expansion of the ditch system should be paid for by the benefitted
properties, not due to federal funding. The long-term maintenance and storage potential of wetlands would not
be under the control of the ditch system. Further, restored wetlands should be the “cherry on top” of this project,
further improving the hydraulic reductions and water quality benefits of the system as a whole.
Additional water storage is proposed within the ditch geometry by increasing the channel width and including a
floodplain type of a bench on the southeast side. This may help reduce the existing bank sloughing and erosion.
Channel velocities were not noted in the ISG Report. Understanding the existing and proposed channel
geomorphology is necessary to determining the success or failure potential of this type of channel.
Attachment B displays the hydrograph of water levels in South Heron Lake from 2009-2017. Water levels varied
9.13 feet within this relatively short timeframe! How does elevated water levels at the outlet affect the channel
velocities and the efficiency of the lower portion of the ditch system? It will slow down the tile and ditch efficiency,
substantially! The maximum lake elevation within those 8 years was 1407.42 (in 2010) feet above sea level (ASL).
How does this affect the central portion of the ditch system that has hundreds of acres below 1410 feet ASL? The
proposed private and public tile network is expected to be at 1405 feet, 2.7 feet lower than the water level in the
lake. Unfortunately, water levels were not recorded for South Heron Lake during the floods of 1969, 1965, or
2018. It seems likely that during those historic floods, lake levels exceeded the existing maximum elevation of
1407.42 noted in 2010. The water level data available was charted for 1961-2016, and is included along with
Attachment B.
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How will the ditch system function during 100-year and 500-year precipitation events? The 24-hour “rainfall” for
a 100-year event in Lakefield MN is 7.46 inches (Attachment C). Whether or not the participants of the ditch
system accept the science of global warming, it seems that more rainfall events in southwest Minnesota are
nearing or exceeding the 100-year level events on a regular basis. The 500-year rainfall event of 10.2 inches in
24-hours is not out of the realm of possibility. What happens to the ditch system after a 10.2-inch event? Much
of the JD 3 watershed received 12 additional inches of precipitation in 2019 (Attachment D). How will this system
function if this is the new norm?
The water storage options exhibited on page 19 of the ISG Report assert a result of an 8% reduction in flows from
a 10-year precipitation event (4.4 inches from Attachment E). The proposed storage basins of 20 acre feet and
30.6 acre feet (6.8 acres X 4.5 feet in depth) achieve a total of 50.6 acre feet of storage (if empty before the runoff event). The ISG Report also notes that the watershed is 17,058 acres total. A 10-year rainfall of 4.4 inches over
the entire watershed yields 6,254.6 acre feet of water. Subtracting the 50.6 acre feet of proposed storage, results
in 6,204 acre feet of water on the landscape. Since much of the soils in the watershed are high in clay content,
infiltration will be limited. As an estimate, assume that 25% of the water soaks into the soil. That leaves 4,653
acre feet of water moving rapidly through the system. That is equivalent to 1,516,180,050 gallons of water
discharging across the landscape. That is over 1.5 trillion gallons of water from only a 10-year event. The water
storage proposed in the ISG Report that will result in an 8% reduction in ditch flow from a 10-year event as noted
on page 19 does not appear adequate.
Rating curves using the XPSWMM model demonstrate flow rates in cubic feet per second (cfs) at a variety of
locations in the watershed. These curves are provided within Appendix D of the ISG Report. Unfortunately DNR
staffing does not allow for the time necessary to run the model independently for verification of model validity.
This is further exemplified in an excerpt from the ISG Report (included here as Attachment E). The water level
model estimate (in blue) for a 10-year rainfall event overlays an aerial photo from 2015 (MN GEO 2015). However,
it appears that the existing drown-out acres from 2015 almost matches the 100-year precipitation event labeled
as existing conditions. Yet, the greatest precipitation event the Spring of 2015 was a mere 1.78 inches of rain
(recorded on 05/30/2015 in Lakefield and reported by NOAA). A 1.78 inch rain event is less than an expected 1year precipitation event as noted in the Attachment C table. The drowned out areas in the 2015 photo should be
far less that what is shown. Why is such a small precipitation event having such an impact? This project aims to
fix this problem, but are the moderate improvements that are proposed at this location going to fix the problem?
Will this added cost be paid without improving the system for the constituents paying higher taxes?
The ground elevations of the watershed are significantly higher in the eastern portion of the watershed and within
the City of Lakefield (Attachment F). The report does not discuss how storm-water is managed within the
municipality. Since the City of Lakefield encompasses some of the highest land in the watershed, there may be
opportunities to partner with the City to manage their storm-water, thereby reducing flow in the ditch system.
Please reply with details on how the existing water flow was calculated within the city and future expectations.
This letter on behalf of the DNR Commissioner has identified several inadequacies in this preliminary engineer’s
report (MN Statute 103E.255) including: 1) Negative impacts to the outlet (South Heron Lake) have been occurring
for over a century, resulting in a sizable delta of sediment in the lake. Existing and predicted loading to the lake is
not detailed in the report. 2) The ISG Report does not detail the effect of higher water levels at the outlet on the
lower ditch system and connected tiles systems, especially since the report targets achieving 5-feet of cover over
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the tile. 3) Water storage in the system is not consistent with the overwhelming size of the watershed, especially
with the high clay content in the soil.
If you have any questions regarding the recommendations or suggestions for the final report, please contact me
at (507) 832-6045.
Sincerely,

Tom Jason Kresko (digital signature)
Tom Kresko
DNR EWR Area Hydrologist

CC: Todd Kolander-DNR EWR District Manager
Brian Nyborg - DNR Wildlife Manager
Margaret Gross - DNR Shallow Lakes Specialist

ATTACHMENTS: aerials, elevation model, precipitation tables/maps

Equal Opportunity Employer
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Attachment A
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Attachment B
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Attachment C
https://hdsc.nws.noaa.gov/hdsc/pfds/pfds_printpage.html?st=mn&sta=21-4453&data=depth&units=english&series=pds
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Attachment D
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Attachment E (clipped from ISG Report)
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Attachment F
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